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PUMPS FILTERS LIGHTING WATER TREATMENT CLEANERS HEAT PUMPS

It’s amazing what a little salt can do to enhance the pool 
experience AquaRite® Pro is the simple, safe and affordable 
approach to sanitize pools. It turns ordinary salt into  
a regenerating supply of fresh, pure chlorine, automatically. 
Adding “Sense and Dispense” makes owning a pool even easier by 
automating water chemistry for pool and spa water that’s clean, 
clear and luxuriously soft.
The ADVANTAGES 
+  Wholly automatic for complete peace of mind
+  Simultaneously adjusts the amounts of chlorine injected  

and the pH, only when necessary
+  3 sizes of Turbo Cell® cells for all pool types

AquaRite® Pro
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Peristaltic  
Pump.

“Sense and 
dispense” option.

EFFICIENCY
  Salt Chlorination System: AquaRite® Pro provide 
complete pool sanitation using ordinary salt.  
Their extremely safe electrolytic technology uses 
a low voltage electrical charge to convert a small 
amount of salt into a virtually endless supply  
of fresh, pure chlorine. When the pool is cleaned,  
the salt organizes a new cycle: there is thus no salt 
consumption.

  With the Sense and Dispense, the AquaRite® Pro 
will automatically regulate the chlorine production 
avoiding the extra chlorine and keep an ideal water pH.

POLYVALENCE
  3 sizes of available cells to fit about the size of your pool is. 
Become established fast and easily on the new swimming 
pools or already in place.

EXTRA DURABILITY
  ”Sense and Dispense”: the technology uses  
a proportional feed algorithm to continuously test  
the water, sample pH and sanitizer balance of pH  
and measures the oxidation reduction potential (ORP) 
in the water to bring the high-quality standards  
of commercial pools to the backyards with automatic 
prevision and cost effectiveness.

EASE OF USE
  Self-Cleaning Turbo Cell®: the reverse polarity 
electrodes limits calcium build-up and thereby minimize 
the maintenance.
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  Ocean Water   Aqua RiteTM Pool Water

Thanks to Aqua RiteTM Pro,  
you achieve to have  
balanced water.

Only need 3.2 gramm of salt for one 
liter of water (range of 2,8 to 3,6g).

10 20 30 35 g/l

CHEMICAL IDEAL LEVELS

Salt 2.7 to 3.4 g/l
Free Chlorine 1.0 to 3.0 ppm
pH 7.2 to 7.6
Cyanuric Acid (Stabilizer) 20 to 30 ppm (25 ppm best)
Total Alkalinity 80 to 120 ppm
Calcium Hardness 200 to 300 ppm
Metals 0 ppm
Saturation Index -.2 to .2 (0 best)

Description Pool  
Volume m3 In/Out Probe Item

9,97 g/hour 60 1”½ - AQR-PRO-60E
18,51 g/hour 95 1”½ - AQR-PRO-95E
27,78 g/hour 150 2” - AQR-PRO-150E
Sense and Dispense 60/95 1”½ pH + ORP AQL-CHEM-50
Sense and Dispense 150 2” pH + ORP AQL-CHEM-63
Cleaning Stand for all turbo cells - - - GLX-CELLSTAND
ORP Probe - - - GLX-Probe-ORP
pH Probe - - - GLX-Probe-PH

GLX-CELLSTAND

2YEARS
WARRANTY

+1YEAR2YEARS
WARRANTY

+1YEAR +1YEAR2YEARS
WARRANTY

(1) 2 years warranty + 1 year extra when the product is purchased  
from a Totally Hayward dealer.

(1)
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Enjoy all the advantages of the latest generation salt electrolyser 
designed to use very little salt. A product particularly suited for 
corrosion-sensitive pools (stainless  steel pools, metallic white 
goods, etc.).

The ADVANTAGES 
+  Wide range of operation (from 1.2 to 3.2 g/l of salt) for unmatched 

versatility
+   Completely automated for total peace of mind
+   Sold with the Sense & Dispense module which only treats the pool 

if necessary
+   Designed for pools between 60 and 90m in volume; use depends 

on the geographic location

AquaRite® Pro LS
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Peristaltic  
Pump.

Sold with“Sense & 
Dispense”.

EFFICIENCY
  Salt Chlorination System: AquaRite® Pro LS provide 
complete pool sanitation using ordinary salt.  
Their extremely safe electrolytic technology uses 
a low voltage electrical charge to convert a small 
amount of salt into a virtually endless supply  
of fresh, pure chlorine. When the pool is cleaned,  
the salt organizes a new cycle: there is thus no salt 
consumption.

  With the Sense and Dispense, the AquaRite® Pro LS 
will automatically regulate the chlorine production 
avoiding the extra chlorine and keep an ideal water pH.

  Thanks to gold-plated ORP probe, measurement is 
accurate in all conditions and is not influenced by its 
environment. 

POLYVALENCE
  Quick to install in new pools and easy to adapt to existing 
pools. 

EXTRA DURABILITY
  ”Sense and Dispense”: the technology uses  
a proportional feed algorithm to continuously test  
the water, sample pH and sanitizer balance of pH  
and measures the oxidation reduction potential (ORP) 
in the water to bring the high-quality standards  
of commercial pools to the backyards with automatic 
prevision and cost effectiveness.

EASE OF USE
  Self-Cleaning Turbo Cell®: the reverse polarity 
electrodes limits calcium build-up and thereby minimize 
the maintenance.

CHEMICAL IDEAL LEVELS

Salt 1,2 to 3,2 g/l (ideal is 1,5 gr/l)
Free Chlorine 1.0 to 3.0 ppm
pH 7.2 to 7.6
Cyanuric Acid* (Stabilizer) 20 to 30 ppm (25 ppm best)
Total Alkalinity 80 to 120 ppm
Calcium Hardness 200 to 300 ppm
Metals 0 ppm
Saturation Index -.2 to .2 (0 best)

Description Pool  
Volume m3 In/Out «Sense & Dis-

pense» Item

AquaRite Pro LS 
(sold with Sense & Dispense)

60 to 90 m3** 1”½ Sold with AQR-PRO-75LSE

Cleaning Stand for all turbo cells - - - GLX-CELLSTAND
ORP Probe - - - GLX-Probe-ORP
pH Probe - - - GLX-Probe-PH

Cell developed for operation with 
reduced salinity.

2YEARS
WARRANTY

+1YEAR2YEARS
WARRANTY

+1YEAR +1YEAR2YEARS
WARRANTY

(1) 2 years warranty + 1 year extra when the product is purchased  
from a Totally Hayward dealer.

(1)

Use recommendation by region, 
France
Table given as an indication

*Only if necessary

**Sizing geographic aeras and under the conditions of use 


